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The correct inference of gene regulatory networks (GRN) remains as a fascinating task
for researchers to understand the detailed process of complex biological regulations
and functions. With availability of large dimensional microarray data, relationships
among thousands of genes can be extracted simultaneously that is a reverse engineering
problem. Among the different popular models to infer GRN, Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) are considered as most popular and promising mathematical tool to
model the dynamics of, as well as to infer the correct dependencies among genes from,
biological data like time series microarray. RNN is closed loop Neural Network with
a delay feedback. By observing the weights of RNN model, it is possible to extract
the regulations among genes. Several metaheuristics or optimization techniques
were already proposed to search the optimal value of RNN model parameters. In
this review, we illustrate different problems regarding reverse engineering of GRN
and how different proposed models can overcome these problems. It is observed that
finding out the most suitable and efficient optimization techniques for the accurate
inference of small artificial, large artificial, Dream4 Network, and real world GRNs
with less computational complexity are still an open research problem to all.
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Introduction
Genes act as blue print of every living object’s activity. A gene
synthesizes or produces different protein(s). A protein or a set of
proteins produced by any gene, help to switch on or off the protein
formation activity of other genes.1–3 Therefore, a gene can regulate
other genes activities. Gene regulation is a general name for a number
of sequential processes, the most well known and understood being
transcription and translation, which control the level of a gene’s
expression, and ultimately result with specific quantity of a target
protein. A GRN is a collection of DNA segments of chromosome in
a cell which interact with each other indirectly (through their protein
products) and with other substances in the cell, thereby governing the
expression levels of mRNA and proteins. GRN is unique and different
for particular function of cells or body. As an example, different sets
of genes are activated or regulated in unique way for brain cancer and
blood cancer. So, GRNs for these two types of cancer will be different
but unique in nature. So, inferences of these unique GRNs are very
important task for researcher as it help to understand the complex
phenomenon occurs inside the cells during different activity and also
may help to design drugs to cure particular diseases in future.
From computational point of view, a gene regulatory network
is represented by a model or graph which represents regulations or
interactions amongst genes using a directed graph. In gene networks,
nodes represent genes and edges represent relations or interaction
amongst genes (e.g., activation or suppression) i.e. gene regulations.
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The regulatory relationships (depending on the nature of the control)
may be of two types, namely,
a. Activation: where expression value of the target gene
increases, and
b. Suppression: where the expression value of the target gene
decreases.
Thus, a GRN can be represented by a weight matrix 𝑊=[𝑤]Nx𝑁
where the number of genes in the GRN is equal to 𝑁. If there is no
regulation between two genes, value of corresponding weight is zero
and if there is a regulation, the weight should have finite value. Figure
1 shows an example of GRN.

Figure 1 An example of GRN, where arrow-head and T-head denote
activation and suppression respectively.

Thus, genes form a gene regulatory network, study of which appears
to be very important to find the cause of a disease and the solution
thereof i.e., ‘Drug design’ which is a sort of reverse engineering
activity. However, GRN can be reconstructed in two ways. In Wet Lab,
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scientist and biologist directly identify the regulations in laboratory/
research centers. On the other hand, in case of Dry Lab, the computer
science researchers reconstruct the GRN indirectly by analyzing the
biological databases which are readily available online4–6 known as
microarray data.
A DNA microarray7,8 (also commonly known as DNA chip or
biochip) is a collection of microscopic DNA spots attached to a solid
surface. Scientists use DNA microarrays to measure the expression
levels9,10 of large numbers of genes simultaneously or to genotype
multiple regions of a genome. Each DNA spot contains picomoles
(10−12 moles) of a specific DNA sequence, known as probes (or
reporters or oligos). Probe-target hybridization is usually detected and
quantified by detection of fluorophore-, silver-, or chemiluminescencelabeled targets to determine relative abundance of nucleic acid
sequences in the target.11,12
Gene expression levels can be determined for samples taken:
1) dynamic or time series microarray: at multiple time instants of a
biological process (different phases of cell division) or 2) static or
classification based microarray: under various conditions (tumor
samples with different histopathological diagnosis). Each sample
corresponds to a high-dimensional row vector of its gene expression
profile.
Static microarray consists of gene expression to different genes
for different samples those are may be in different states. Each row
corresponds to gene expression values and column corresponds
to different sample or patient. These type of microarray normally
used for classification or prediction of disease. In case of time series
microarray, each row corresponds to gene expression values and
column corresponds to different time instances. However, current
progresses in time series DNA microarray technologies have helped
biologists a lot to examine the dynamic behaviors of different genes
and the regulations among themselves by analyzing these huge
gene expression values corresponding to all genes at different time
instances.
Many types of models13 have been already proposed to infer
gene regulatory networks and dynamics of genes from the time
series microarray data i.e. a reverse engineering problem. Modelling
techniques can be categorized in two types of modelling namely
logical models and continuous model. Logical Models: The most
basic and simplest modeling methodology is discrete and logicbased model. Logical models represent the local state of each entity
in the system (such as, genes, proteins) at any time as a discrete
level, and the temporal development of the system is often assumed
to occur in synchronous, discrete time steps. Discrete modeling
allows researchers to rely on purely qualitative knowledge. Logical
models require discretization of the real valued data, which reduces
the accuracy of the data. Boolean and Bayesian Network are most
popular logical models. Boolean networks14,15 examine binary state
transition matrices to search patterns in gene expression depending
on a binary state function. Boolean Networks are ultimately limited
by their definition: they are Boolean and synchronous. In reality, of
course, the levels of gene expression do not have only two states but
can assume virtually continuous values. Boolean is not suitable for
prediction of dynamics of gene expression data, they can only show
the probabilistic dependency among genes. A Bayesian network16,17
makes conditional probabilistic transitions between network states
that merge the features of Hidden Markov model to include the
feedback. Although effective in dealing with noise, incompleteness
and stochastic aspects of gene regulation, Bayesian Network fail
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to consider temporal dynamic aspects that are an important part of
regulatory networks modeling. Moreover, the types of regulation
are also unknown. Continuous Model: Biological experiments
usually produce real, rather than discrete valued, measurements.
Continuous models, using real valued parameters over a continuous
timescale, allow a straight- forward comparison of the global state and
experimental data and can theoretically be more accurate. Continuous
models13,18 are two types linear and nonlinear model. In case of
linear model, In other words, the change in the level of each entity
depends on a weighted linear sum of the levels of its regulators. This
assumption allows a high level of abstraction and efficient inference
of network structure and regulation functions. Neural Network19,20
was such types of methodology to infer GRN successfully. However,
NN models failed to capture nonlinear dynamics aspects of genes
regulation. When higher sensitivity to detail is desired, more complex
models are preferable. On the other hand, nonlinear models encode
a gene network as a system of differential equations. Difference and
differential equations allow more detailed descriptions of network
dynamics, by explicitly modeling the concentration changes of
molecules over time. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), S-System
(SS) and General Rate Law of Transcription (GRLOT) have been
widely used to model dynamic GRNs. One major advantage of all
three methods lies in their simple homogeneous structures, as this
allows the settings of parameter discovering software to be easily
customized for these structures. In addition, all three modeling
methods either already have the potential to describe additional levels
of detail, or their structures can be easily extended for this purpose.
RNN21 which is a closed loop Neural Network with a delayed
feedback variable, and it is suitable to model genetic system dynamics
from temporal data. S-system22–26 is also another popular model based
on Biochemical System Theory, which represents a GRN as a set of
differential equations with power law function. When modeling GRNs
with the S-system method, the expression rates are described by the
difference of two products of power-law functions, where the first
represents the activation term and the second the degradation term.
GRLOT models27 multiply individual regulatory inputs. Activation
and inhibition are represented by different functional expressions that
are similar to Hill kinetics, which allow the inclusion of cooperative
binding events. The degradation of gene products is defined via
mass-action kinetics. Following table shows the comparative studies
between these three continuous models.
Therefore, due to its less computational complexity, simplicity in
network structure prediction and capability of dynamics prediction;
RNN is preferred over others continuous models. Generally, RNN
along with an optimization method is used to infer the GRN using
microarray as training data and training error as the objective function
of optimization. In this paper, we review the concept RNN and observe
some existing method for modelling of GRN based on RNN that may
help to beginners who are interested to carry out their research in the
field of computational biology and bioinformatics. Moreover, we also
emphasis some major issues and their solutions during optimization
of RNN model for GRN. Next, some open research problems in
this domain are also explored followed by conclusion section and
references.

Theoretical background
Preliminary of RNN based GRN
As the inputs of a classical Artificial Neural Networks are supplied
only from the training data of present time instance, NNs are not
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suitable to model the dynamics of a system. However, RNN model is
a closed loop NN with a delay variable between the outputs of each
neuron in the output layer of the RNN to each of the neurons in the
input layer that is appropriate to model temporal data. Moreover, the
regulatory relationships among a group of genes can also be expressed
with the help of the canonical Recurrent Neural Network formalism28
as shown in Figure 2. Each node symbolizes a particular gene and the
edges between the nodes represent the regulatory interactions among
the genes.
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underlying all optimization algorithms is the same. Every algorithm is
initialized with a population of solutions i.e. different set of w , β ,τ
i, j

i

i

and the solutions are updated according to its optimization rules such
that the training error is minimized during iteration. The time series
microarrays are used for learning the optimal values of RNN model
parameters.

Figure 3 A neuron in the RNN model.
wi,j is the most significant term for a GRN as its value is the connecting weight
of an edge between gene-i and gene-j of the GRN,. Following are the rules for
reconstruction of GRN using RNN model.

Figure 2 RNN model description of a gene regulatory network for t=t1 to
t=t3.

Each tier of the RNN defines the genetic expression level of the
genes at a specified time t . The gene expression level of i-th gene at
j

a time t = t + ∆t can be derived from the genetic expression level
j +1

j

e ( t ) of all the genes at the preceding time t , and the corresponding
i
j

weights (Wi,j) between others gene with that particular gene. For a
canonical RNN model, it is assumed that each of the total N output
neurons in the unit is a gene expression value of next time instance
,, and the input neurons are the gene expression of present
state
for same genes, thus they interact with each and every one
in regenerative way.
e ( t +∆t )
=
i

 N
 
∆t 
f  ∑ wi , j e j ( t )+ βi  + 1− =
 e ( t ) where i 1, 2, 3, .., N
  τ i  i
τ i  j =1


(1)

∆t

−z

Here, f () is usually a sigmoid function f=
( z ) 1 / (1 + e )
which is used as a classification function; w is the weight between
i, j

two nodes, and it stands for the type and strength of the regulatory
interaction of the j -th gene with the -th gene. The term β
i
represents the basal expression level or a bias term, and τ is a time
i

constant (delay) of the i-th gene; ∆t is incremental time instance,
normally it is set as 1. Thus, any RNN model which is shown in Figure

{

}

•

A positive value of wi,j represents activation of gene-i by gene-j, [edge
exist]

•

A negative value of wi,j denotes repression or inhibition of gene- i by
gene-j, [edge exist]

•

A zero value means gene-j has no regulatory control on gene-i. [no edge]

All optimization methods use an objective function or a fitness
function to measure the goodness of a solution. Most common
estimation criterion for GRN inference from time series data is mean
squared error which is defined as follows
f

MSE

=

1 M N T  X cal , k ,i ,t − X exp , k ,i ,t
∑ ∑ ∑ 
MNT k= 1i= 1t= 1 
X exp , k ,i ,t






2

(2)

where N is the number of genes in the problem, T is the number of
time instances of the observed gene expression data and M is number
of training dataset. X
is numerically calculated gene expression
cal , k , i , t

value of k-th dataset at t-time of i-th gene using the training data from
previous sampling point and RNN model parameters. X
Is the
exp , k , i , t

actual gene expression level of k-th dataset at t-time of i-th gene.
The f
denotes total mean squared error between the calculated
MSE
and the observed gene expression data. Therefore, RNN modeling is
a non-linear function optimization problem to discover the optimal
RNN parameters by minimizing the fitness function or mean square
error so that calculated gene expression data fits with the observed
gene expression data.

3, can be expressed by a set of parameters, Ù = wi , j , βi , τ i where
i=
, j 1, 2, … , N .

Few major issues regarding optimization for RNN
parameters

Estimation criterion

During optimization of RNN based GRN, some difficulties arise
which are described as follows.

The RNN formalism is based on a set of parameters,
which we refer to as RNN model parameters in this paper. The reverse
engineering of GRNs from temporal microarray data requires finding
the optimum values of the RNN parameters with the help of suitable
optimization techniques or metaheuristic. However, the principle

Major Issue 1- Computational Complexity: Since, for N genes,
N ( N + 2 ) parameters must be determined to find the solution of a
set of equations as in (1), a metaheuristic finds optimal RNN model
parameters in N ( N + 2 ) dimensional search space. However, this
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space becomes very computationally expensive in case of large-scale
genetic networks. Therefore, optimization of this huge number of
parameters in a single program is quite difficult which may lead to
erroneous results and large computation time. Complexity is needed
to be reduced so that runtime is minimal and inference accuracy can
increase also. Moreover, algorithm should able to infer GRN from less
number of time series data without stuck at local optimal point.
Major Issue 2- accuracy in prediction of dynamics of genes:
Learning the RNN model parameters so as to fit best the predicted
expression dynamics with the training data is, in essence, an
optimization problem. Normally in RNN based Gene Regulatory
network reconstruction using different metaheuristic, two criterions
are needed to be satisfied. First one is the minimization training error
f
as in Eqn. (2), which leads us to correct prediction of dynamics
MSE
for the gene expressions.
Moreover, the inferred values of the regulatory parameters are also
bit of concern as its magnitude can affect the network connectivity. So,
we define another performance measurement parameter as Inferred
Parametric Error (IPE) which measures the deviation in magnitude of
inferred parameters of RNN model from original one.
N
N
N
cal
exp
IPE
=
− βical + ∑ τ iexp −τ ical
∑ wiexp
, j − wi , j + ∑ β i
i , j 1 =i 1 =i 1
=

Where w
and w

cal
i, j

,β

exp
i, j

cal
i

,β

,τ

exp
i

cal
i

,τ

exp
i

(3)

are the actual values of RNN parameter

are the calculated value of the same. Using these

two types of performance parameter, we can estimate the efficiency of
an inference algorithm. Both training error and IPE should be small as
much as possible for accurate prediction of dynamics of genes.
Major issue 3- over fitting problem: Another most important
criterion, which should be kept in mind, is the structure of the gene
regulatory network i.e. correct regulations in the network. Real-life
genetic networks are sparsely connected29 i.e. very few connections
exist between the genes. It may be possible that though the dynamics
is correctly predicted i.e. corresponding training error is very small,
but the network structure is completely different (i.e. different set of
w for RNN) due to different optimal solutions (i.e. local optima)
i, j

found by the metaheuristic and which is known as over-fitting
problem. Moreover for this problem, true regulations are missing and
many false regulations are included in the reconstructed network.
Now, the performance of an algorithm for correct network
prediction is measured in terms of its sensitivity ( Sn ) , specificity

( S P ) , accuracy (A) and F-score ( F ) which are defined as follows
S =

TP
		
TP + FN

(4)

S =

TN
		
TN + FP

(5)

n

p

TP + TN
A=
TP + TN + FP + FN

(6)

2*TP
2*TP + FP + FN

(7)

F=
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TP (True Positive) denotes the number of correctly predicted
regulations, and TN (True Negative) represents the number of properly
predicted non-regulations. FP (False Positive) denotes the number of
incorrectly predicted regulations, and FN (False Negative) represents
the number of falsely predicted non-regulations by the inference
algorithm. Sensitivity denotes the fraction of the total number of
existing edges in the original network, correctly predicted in the
inferred network. Specificity denotes the fraction of the total number
of non-existent edges in the original network, correctly identified as
non-existent in the inferred network as well. Accuracy denotes the
capability of inferencing all true existing and nonexisting regulations.
F-score is calculated to evaluate an algorithm without looking at the
trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. The values of sensitivity
( Sn ) , specificity ( S P ) , accuracy (A) and F-score ( F ) should be
ideally 1 for accurate inference of GRN.

Solutions addressed regarding above issues
To overcome these problems during optimization following
actions may be taken.
Decoupling to reduce computational complexity: To overcome
computational complexity problem, the genetic network inference
problem can be divided or decoupled30 into several sub-problems
for a single gene. The change in expression level of a particular gene
at a given time instant depends on the expression levels of all genes
at previous time instant only. Moreover, the changes in expression
level for different genes in that given time instant are independent
of each other. Therefore, a decoupling procedure can be introduced
here without losing any vital information. Now, the objective function
f

D
MSE

for this decoupled RNN31 is the training error for the i-the gene

only
f

D
MSE

=

1 M T  X cal , k ,i ,t − X exp , k ,i ,t
∑∑
MT k= 1t= 1 
X exp , k ,i ,t






2

(8)

Hence, the numbers of RNN parameters are needed to determine
is only ( N + 2 ) parameters for i-th gene. Thus, this decoupling
method divides an N(N+2)-dimensional problem space into ( N + 2 )
-dimensional sub problem space for each gene. Instead of finding
N ( N + 2 ) parameters in single program run, decouple method focus to
optimize ( N + 2 ) parameters in a single run and execute the program
for N time for N different genes. By accumulating the ( N + 2 )
parameters of all N genes, overall structure of RNN can be achieved
which in turn denotes the GRN. Moreover less number of training
data must be used so that computational time of the algorithm.
Selection of suitable optimization technique to increase accuracy:
Moreover, No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem31 logically states that there
is no single metaheuristic which is best suited for solving all kind
of optimization problems. Therefore, new and suitable metaheuristic
must be employed for accurate prediction in dynamics of gene
expression so that training error and IPE are minimized. Moreover,
it is possible to modify and tune the existing metaheuristic for faster
convergence and better accuracy.
Regularization to deal with over-fitting problem: To overcome overfitting problem, the researchers normally add different regularizer to
the training error which acts as objective function of the optimization
process to balance between actual network structure and dynamics
of genes. Regularizer normally acts penalty term that adds penalty
term for different architecture of the GRN. In literature, many kind of
penalty term were proposed, which will be discussed in next section.
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used these parameters to generate artificial time series data and
infer artificial network for validation using these generated dataset.
Authors38 also add different level Gaussian noise to the data and check
robustness of their proposed algorithm in presence of noise.

How to validate a new algorithm for RNN based GRN
reconstruction?
For RNN modelling of GRN, the performances of a new algorithm
must be validated against following artificial and real life genetic
networks (benchmark problems) to prove its efficiency.

The Save Our Ship (SOS) network for E. Coli29 was first introduced
by Uri Alon group39 which is a benchmark in GRN problem to find
out the effectiveness of the inference algorithm34,36,37,40–42 on real time
dataset43 and network. In SOS network, 8 genes were considered
(uvrD, lexA, umuD, recA, uvrA, uvrY, ruvA and polB). During their
experiments, DNA of E.Coli was irradiate with the UV light, which
affected some gene, after that, the network would repair itself by
suppressing others genes expression value. They performed four
experiments for different UV light intensities. Each experiment
consists of 50 time steps spaced by 6 minutes for each of the eight
genes (Figure 4).

• 4 Genes Artificial network without and with noise
• 30 Genes Artificial network without and with noise
• Real world Genetic Network like E. Coli32
• Synthetic Network like Gene Net Weaver Network33
Following Table 2 & 3 show the parameters of 4 gene artificial
network and 30 gene artificial network respectively which are
benchmark problems in this domain of research. Several authors34–38
Table 1 Comparative studies between RNN, SS, and GRLOT
Characteristics

RNN

S-System

GRLOT

Number of parameters to be optimized

N*(N+2)

N(2N+2)

N(2N+1)

Limitation (saturation)

Yes

No

Yes

Processing of gene expression

OR

AND

AND

Regulation of Degradation processes

No

Yes

No

Regulations and its types depends on

Only on weights (w)

both kinetic parameter (gij and hij)

Hill exponent nij, Kak , Kij

Computational Complexity

Moderate

Large

Large

Inference of regulation

Simple

Complex

Complex

Table 2 RNN model parameters for small artificial network
wi,j

1

2

3

4

1

20

-20

0

2

15

-10

3

0

4

0

0

βi
0

τi

0

0

-5

5

-8

12

0

0

5

0

8

-12

0

5

10

Table 3 RNN Model Parameters of Large Artificial Network.

w

=
−15, w

w

=
−15, w

1,14

11,4

w

i, j

5,1

11,7

=
10, w =
−20, w
6,1

=
15, w =
10, w =
20, w =
−20, w

=
15, w
=
−15, w
11,22

=
15, w
=
−15, w
16,12

7,2

17,13

12,23

=
−20, w

19,14

7,3

8,4

9,5

9,6

=
10, w
=
10, w
=
−10,
9,17

10,7

=
10, w
=
20, w
=
15, w
=
−10, w
13,8

=
−15, w

20,15

14,9

15,10

16,11

=
10, w

21,16

=
−20, w23,17 = −10, w24,15 =
−15, w24,18 =
−20, w24,19 =
15, w25,20
=
−10, w

26,11

=
=
=
−15, w
20, w
20, w
26,28

27,24

27,25

=
=
10, w
15, w
27,30

28,25

=
−15, w29,26 ==
10, w30,27 15, others wi , j =
0.0

β i 5=
for i {2, 5, 6,10,16, 24, 28
βi =

τi

=
τ 10 for
=
i
i

} , βi
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{15,17,27} otherwise β =
=
−5 for i =
0
i

{1,2,…,30}
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Figure 4 A typical flowchart for inference of GRN based RNN model using any met heuristic.

Since the yearly DREAM challenge keeps providing all kinds
of benchmarks, inference of Synthetic Network generated by Gene
Net Weaver (version 3.1.3 beta)33 is another interesting benchmark
problem for researchers.

Literature survey
It has been a long history that RNN model along with different
intelligent methods were widely used in bioinformatics for inference
of Gene Regulatory Network. A typical flowchart for inference of
GRN based on decoupled RNN model using any metaheuristic is
described in Figure 4. For example, Hu44 used Back Propagation
through Time (BPTT) learning rule to learn both weight matrix and
decay time constant of RNN model. The proposed approach was
tested for reconstruction of E. Coli SOS network. Predicted dynamics
of genes expression were deviated significantly from the actual one.
Moreover, using standard deviation and variance analysis of outputs, it
detected 6 true regulations but also included 11 unwanted regulations
during reconstruction of GRN.
In 2007, Xu R45 used Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
technique to infer RNN based GRN without any regularization term.
It is observed that performance of PSO greatly depend on parameters
selection and only weight are optimized using PSO with 50 points
time series data. For small artificial network, author mainly focused on
prediction of dynamics though weight values are not correct inferred
and that leads to a huge IPE for this model. Moreover, 1 FP and 1 FN
are also detected. In case of E. Coli Network, nonlinear dynamics is
predicted with satisfactory accuracy but able to detect only 5 TP and 2

FP (best result) at certain binomial distribution probability p.
In 2007 Xu45 proposed a new hybrid evolutionary–swarm algorithm
DEPSO, based on the combined concepts of PSO and Differential
Evolution (DE), to address the challenge of training RNNs. The
performance of DEPSO is also compared with PSO and DE and the
simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the hybridization
of different evolutionary/swarm technologies in improving their
search capability in network parameters learning. The author mainly
focused on dynamics prediction of 8 Genes synthetic network with
30 point time series data but lots of FPs were included in the network
and weight values are not correct. For E. Coli network, dynamics is
correctly predicted but, only 2 out of 9 potential connections were
correctly identified.
On the other hand, Chiang46 introduced a Genetic Algorithm
Recurrent Neural Network (GARNN) hybrid method for finding
feed forward regulated genes when given some transcription factors
to construct cancer related regulatory modules from human cancer
microarray data. This hybrid approach focused on the construction
of various kinds of regulatory modules, by considering the fact that
Recurrent Neural Network has the capability of controlling feed forward
and feedback loops in regulatory modules and Genetic Algorithms
provide the ability of global searching of common regulated genes.
This approach unraveled new feed forward connections in regulatory
models by modified multilayer RNN architectures. The model was
validated against human cell cycle and Yeast cell cycle microarray
data.
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In 2008 Lee35 dealt with the scalability problem of RNN based
GRN by developing a clustering method with several data analysis
techniques. The author used BPTT learning rule for training of RNN
whereas Self Organization feature Map (SOM) and Wavelet Transform
(WT) for gene clustering. Here authors also only concentrated on
dynamics of the model and was tested for 2,4,10 genes artificial
network.
In 2009, Zhang47 used a hybrid of particle swarm optimization and
recurrent neural network (PSO-RNN) methods with un regularized
fitness function to infer the underlying network between modules. The
author improves the inference accuracy of a GRN by (1) incorporating
prior biological knowledge into the inference scheme, (2) integrating
multiple biological data sources, and (3) decomposing the inference
problem into smaller network modules. The method was validated
on real data from two cases: the development of rat central nervous
system (CNS) and the yeast cell cycle process.
In 2010 Maraziotis,48 proposed an approach based on a novel
multilayer evolutionary trained neuro-fuzzy recurrent network
(ENFRN) that was able to select potential regulators of target genes
and describe their regulation types. The recurrent, self-organizing
structure and evolutionary training of the network yield an optimized
pool of regulatory relations, while its fuzzy nature helped to avoid
noise-related problems. Furthermore, the assign scores for each
regulation, highlighting the confidence in the retrieved relations. The
approach was tested against several benchmark datasets of yeast and
managed to acquire biologically validated relations among genes.
In 2011, Ghazikhani49 proposed a multi agent system for RNN
training. The agents of the proposed multi agent system trainer were
separate swarms of particles building up a multi population Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. Multi Agent System was
comprised of three types of agents, parent agent, structure PSO agent
and parameter PSO agent. The model can able to infer only 2 out of
9 potential connections correctly for SOS network of E. Coli. So, its
performance was very poor.
In 2012, Rakshit36 used Hybrid Invasive Weed Optimization
and Ant Bee Colony Optimization along with fuzzy based RNN for
inference problem. They propose a novel cost function along penalty
term
f

MSE

1 M T N  X cal , k ,i ,t − X exp , k ,i ,t
∑ ∑∑
MTN k= 1t= 1i= 1 
X exp , k ,i ,t

2
N N

w *
 + p ∑ ∑ i, j
*

j= 1i= 1 1+ wi , j


in all cases prediction of the dynamics is quite satisfactory but the
process was very time consuming due to parallel implantation of two
separate optimization technique.
In 2012, Palafox41 implemented a classic Population Based
Incremental Learning (PBIL), which in certain scenarios had
outperformed classic GA and other evolutionary techniques like
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). They tested this implementation
on small and large artificial networks. The results, however, showed
that the approach was adequate for large networks, and it was capable
of finding results faster than ODEs approaches.
In 2013, Palafox42,43 has used Population Based Incremental
Learning (PBIL) enhanced with K-means clustering to find the
optimum parameters of the Recurrent Neural Network. However, the
hard clustered approach is a naive attempt to model the dynamics of
the population. The algorithm was tested against only for E. Coli SOS
network where 7 TPs, 3 FNs and 4 FPs are detected. The algorithm
performed on par with some of the best implementations for SOS
network structure. However, the hard clustered approach is a naive
attempt to model the dynamics of the population.
In 2013, Noman25 proposed a novel Decoupled Recurrent Neural
Network which was trained Differential Evolution (DE) technique and
introduced a penalty term i.e. L1 regularizer in the objective function
to balance between minimum training error and actual network
structure. The detail of this novel penalty term is given in Equation
8. Their result had shown very good accuracy in finding all true
regulation and dynamics for both small and large network. The main
disadvantage of this process was inclusion of large number of false
regulations. In this regularization process, normally it was assumed
those maximums I number of regulations are allowed by considering
the fact of sparse nature of the GRN i.e. few connectives exist in real
life GRN. This maximum number allowable regulation is also known
as cardinality. To generate the sparse solutions for RNN, the concept
of in-degree or cardinality of genes in error function was already
introduced. A penalty term based maximum cardinality I was added to
the fitness function for real life network reconstruction where it was
assumed that out of N values of w for each of genes, only I non-zero
values were allowed within each w vectors , thus forcing the other
(N-I) values to become zero. This is equivalent to prior biological
knowledge into the inference scheme. If any of these (N-I) elements
achieved a non zero-value during optimization process, the solution
will be penalized in the following way25 for decoupled RNN system

(8)
1 M T  X cal , k ,i ,t − X exp , k ,i ,t
D
=
f
∑∑
MSE
where p is the weight constant that denote magnitude of penalty
MT k= 1t= 1 
X exp , k ,i ,t
to balance between over fitting and actual network structure. w
i, j

be a defuzzified weight from neuron j to neuron i in the neural net.
But inference process was quite complicated and there were huge
parametric error in weights but dynamics is accurate for small genetic
network. Moreover, it perform very poor for E. Coli SOS Network
where lots of FPs were included and regulation types changed in
many cases.
In 2012, Kentzoglanakis37 used Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
and Particle Swarm Optimization for searching biologically plausible
architecture where ACO was used to search the regulators of genes in
discrete space, PSO search the parameters of RNN for those topology.
For 4 gene artificial network, it can infer only 65% of TPs. For 10
genes GNW data, it can detect 80% TPs. For E. Coli SOS network, it
can detect 8 TPs but also included 4 FPs for 2nd experiment dataset.
The author also tested their algorithm against Yeast dataset. However,
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2

N −I

 + p ∑ Wi , j

j= 1


(

)

(9)

where W is the vector which contains the absolute values
i, j

of W but sorted in ascending order. It performed very well for 4
i, j

genes artificial network without noise whereas 50% false positive
regulations were included for 5% noise. Moreover, it identified 50%
TPs and most of the TN for 30 genes artificial network but some FPs
were included in noiseless case. However, its performance was very
poor in presence of noise for large artificial network. For E coli SOS
net, 5 TPs were detected but 11 FPs are introduced although dynamics
was correctly predicted.
In 2016, Mandal38 proposed a hybrid Cuckoo Search (CS) and
Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA), to infer large scale gene
regulatory network with better accuracy. CS was used to search in
discrete space to select the best combination of I regulatory genes
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where FPA was implemented to find out the optimal values of RNN
model parameters for those regulators. Initially, the proposed method
was tested on a benchmark 30 genes large-scale artificial network for
both noiseless and noisy data. The results suggested that this hybrid
algorithm can capable of inferring more number of correct regulations
and less number of false regulations than others existing methods.
Secondly, the proposed methodology has been validated against the
real-world dataset of the DNA SOS repair network of Escherichia
coli. However, time complexity is larger due to implementation of
two optimization processes sequentially.
In 2016, Khan50 proposed a novel Bat Algorithm-Particle Swarm
Optimization (BAPSO) RNN model parameters and the results
obtained show that the predicted networks reproduce the dynamics
of the given dataset to a better extent for small-scale GRNs using
different types of microarray datasets (synthetic, in silico, and in vivo).
However, for medium-scale networks (20-gene), the performance
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deteriorates. There are too few true predictions and a large number of
incorrect predictions. Moreover, the topology also depends on proper
selection of threshold 5 which is very difficult task for unknown
network.
It has been observed that all authors did not taste their algorithms
for all types of genetic networks (benchmark problems) and few of
them dealt only with the dynamics of gene expression data while
they were not concerned about the structure of the inferred network.
Moreover, few authors used different networks for their validation
(for example Xu34 used an 8 gene small artificial network instead of
4 gene benchmark network). On the other hands, some of them did
not mention about true and false regulations. Therefore, comparison
between all states of art techniques is slightly difficult. So, the outlines
of their results in terms of Sn, Sp, A, and F are given serially in Table
4. The networks which were not validated by a particular author were
written as “Not Reported” during comparison.

Table 4 Summary of existing work on RNN based inference of GRN
Network type
Authors

Small artificial
Without Noise

Hu40

Xu45

Xu45

Not Reported

For 8 gene Network
Sn,=0.67,Sp=0.83,
A=0.76, F=0.70

For 4 gene network
Sn,=1,Sp=1, A=1, F=1.

Medium/Large scale
With Noise

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Without Noise

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

With Noise

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

GNW Network

Real world network

Not Reported

Dynamics for E. Coli
Network was correctly
predicted.
Sn,=0.67,Sp=0.89, A=0.86,
F=0.57

Not Reported

Dynamics of SOS
network is was correctly
predicted.
TP=2 but
FP, FN,TN were not
reported

Not Reported

Dynamics of SOS
network was correctly
predicted.
Sn,=0.56,Sp=0.96, A=0.90,
F=0.62

Chiang46

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Validated against human
cell cycle and Yeast cell
cycle microarray data.
TP, FP, FN,TN were not
reported

Lee35

Focus on mainly
dynamics for 2,4,10
genes artificial
network

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

The method was tested
against rat central
nervous system (CNS)
and the yeast cell cycle
TP, FP, FN,TN were not
reported

Not Reported

Tested against datasets
of yeast cycle network
TP=11, FN=3.
FP,TN were not
reported

Zhang47

Maraziotis48

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported
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Table Continued.....
Network type
Authors

Small artificial
Without Noise

Ghazikhani49

Not Reported

Rakshit

For 4 gene network,
Sn,=1,Sp=0.62,
A=0.81, F=0.84.

36

Medium/Large scale
With Noise

Not Reported

Not Reported

Without Noise

Not Reported

Not Reported

GNW Network

Real world network

Not Reported

Dynamics of SOS
network were correctly
predicted.
TP=2 but
FP, FN,TN were not
reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Dynamics SOS network
is predicted correctly.
Sn,=0.89,Sp=0.14, A=0.25,
F=0.25.
For SOS network,
Sn,=0.89,Sp=0.90, A=0.90,
F=0.72.

With Noise

Not Reported

Kentzoglanakis

For 4 gene network,
Sn,=0.62,Sp=0.87,
A=0.75, F=0.71.

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

For 10 genes GNW
data, Sn=0.58, Sp=0.24.
A and F were not
reported

Palafox41

Mainly focused on
6 gene network for
dynamic analysis

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Palafox42

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

Not Reported

For SOS network,
Sn,=0.70,Sp=0.76, A=0.74,
F=0.67.

Palafox

Perform very well
for 4 gene artificial
network.
Sn,=1,Sp=1, A=1, F=1.

In presence of
5% noise
Sn,=1,Sp=0.50,
A=0.75, F=0.80.

For 30 gene
network
Sn,=0.61,Sp=0.99,
A=0.98, F=0.72.

For 5% noise
Sn,=0.30,Sp=0.98,
A=0.95, F=0.35.

Not Reported

Dynamics SOS network
is predicted correctly.
Sn,=0.78,Sp=0.81, A=0.81,
F=0.54.

For 5% noise,
Sn,=0.89,Sp=0.98,
A=0.97, F=0.73.

Not Reported

For Ecoli SOS net,
Sn,=0.44,Sp=0.80, A=0.75,
F=0.33.

Not Reported

For 10 genes GNW,
Sn,=0.50,Sp=0.86,
A=0.82, F=0.40

For Ecoli SOS net,
Sn,=0.78,Sp=0.84, A=0.83,
F=0.56.
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Mandal

Not Reported

Not Reported

For 30 gene
network,
Sn,=0.89,Sp=0.99,
A=0.99, F=0.88

Khan

For 4 gene artificial
network,
Sn,=0.75,Sp=1,
A=0.87, F=0.86

Not Reported

Not Reported

38

50

An algorithm should accurately infer the actual structural as well
as the dynamics of gene expression data with less computational
complexity. However, Differential Evolution (DE) technique is
performed better than others technique for all types of networks. CSFPA hybrid performs better only in case large artificial network in
presence of noise. BAPSO is also a good choice for inferring all kinds
of small scale genetic network.

Open research issue
Different metaheuristic are applied successfully to infer small scale
gene regulatory network structure as well as dynamics of genes in
presence of noise and without noise but yet to accomplish an accurate
inference of large-scale artificial, Dream4 and real life GRNs with
less computational time. However, few of them were able to found
all true regulations but they also detected some false regulations.
Therefore followings are still open research problems to the computer
researchers in the field of RNN modeling of GRN
a. Finding out the most suitable and efficient optimization
techniques for the accurate inference of small artificial (without

and with noise), large artificial (without and with noise), GNW
or Dream4, and real world GRNs with less computational
complexity.
b. Modification or improvement of existing metaheuristic for
the accurate inference of all kind of GRNs with less time
series data. However, it is worth to mention that outputs of
metaheuristics also depend on initialization (initial input data
for learning) of algorithm. So, algorithms must have capability
to overcome this problem.
c. Modification of regularization or penalty term can be done
term to obtain better result (like dynamic penalty where penalty
value change with iteration to balance more etc.).
d. Some techniques must be employed for reduction in FPs from
the GRN.
e. Hybridization of different optimization techniques may be
introduced to reduce the search space of optimization (as in
case of regularized cost function, the algorithm still search in
large space for all parameters) by fixing the regulators size.
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Conclusion
So, accurate inferences of all types of GRNs with less computational
complexity, less data point but with high accuracy are still fascinating
task to computer science researchers. In this paper, we have given a
brief idea about inference problem of GRN i.e. reverse engineering
of genetic network. Recurrent Neural Network is one of the most
popular artificial techniques for GRN modeling. In this literature
survey, different states of art techniques for this purpose are described
where it is found that most of the authors used a metaheuristic
for optimization of parameters of RNNs. Most of the techniques
performed very well for small scale genetic network. Although
exact inference of real world and synthetic large scale GRN are still
difficult tasks to be achieved. However, dynamics of gene expression
prediction is comparatively easy task than network inference. We also
investigated some major issues that occurred during optimization
of RNN model and also proposed some solutions regarding them.
Moreover, we review the applications of different optimization
techniques and hybrid intelligence methods in bioinformatics, which
may help researchers or beginners from both areas to understand each
other and ensure their future collaborations.
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